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Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's timeless creation returns in a series of handsomely designed
detective stories, encapsulating the most varied and thrilling cases of the world's
greatest detective. After a mysterious schooner runs aground in an English harbor with
no human passengers -- only the dead captain, drained of blood -- a series of bizarre
nocturnal crimes takes place in London. It can only be the work of Count Dracula, and
only one man can save the city: the world’s greatest detective, Sherlock Holmes.
This unique edition of carefully collected mystery & adventure classics has been
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
THE ORIGINAL SERIES by E. W. HORNUNG The Amateur Cracksman The Ides of
March A Costume Piece Gentlemen and Players Le Premier Pas Wilful Murder . . . The
Black Mask; or Raffles: Further Adventures No Sinecure A Jubilee Present The Fate of
Faustina The Last Laugh To Catch a Thief . . . A Thief in the Night Out of Paradise The
Chest of Silver The Rest Cure The Criminologists' Club The Field of Philippi . . . Mr.
Justice Raffles (Novel) THE SEQUELS TO THE ORIGINAL SERIES by JOHN
KENDRICK BANGS Mrs. Raffles The Adventure of the Herald Personal The Adventure
of the Newport Villa The Adventure of Mrs. Gaster's Maid The Pearl Rope of Mrs.
Gushington-andrews . . . R. Holmes and Co. Introducing Mr. Raffles Holmes The
Adventure of The Dorrington Ruby Seal The Adventure of Mrs. Burlingame's Diamond
Stomacher The Adventure of The Missing Pendants . . . THE INSPIRATION TO THE
ORIGINAL SERIES by SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes A Scandal in Bohemia The Red-Headed League A Case of Identity The
Boscombe Valley Mystery The Five Orange Pips The Man with the Twisted Lip ... E. W.
Hornung (1866–1921) was an English author and poet and also brother-in-law to Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle. Hornung is known for writing the A. J. Raffles series about a
gentleman thief based on a deliberate inversion of the Sherlock Holmes series.
Hornung dedicated his creation as a form of flattery to Doyle. John Kendrick Bangs
(1862–1922) was an American author, editor and satirist. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(1859–1930) was a British writer and physician, most noted for creating the fictional
detective Sherlock Holmes and his partner Dr. Watson which is generally considered
milestones in the field of crime fiction.
Collects two volumes of Doyle's short stories starring Sherlock Holmes, each of which
is annotated to provide definitions and further explanations of Sherlock's theories, as
well as literary and cultural details about Victorian society.
Holmes' missing years were spent traveling incognito as the explorer, Sigurson.
Wanting to elude his enemies, Holmes/Siguson trekked through the mountains of Asia,
to Tibet and beyond. When his enemies traced him to Tibet, he moved on to Japan.
There a friend in the British Legation arranged a stay in the home of Dr. Junichi
Watanabe, a Japanese physician who had trained in England. Watanabe recorded his
impressions of his houseguest, discovering it was not possible for Holmes to remain
unchalledged by interesting problems.
HarperCollins is proud to present its new range of best-loved, essential classics.
London. A snowy December, 1888. Sherlock Holmes, 34, is languishing and back on
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cocaine after a disastrous Ripper investigation. Watson can neither comfort nor rouse
his friend until a strangely encoded letter arrives from Paris. Mlle La Victoire, a beautiful
French cabaret star writes that her illegitimate son by an English lord has disappeared,
and she has been attacked in the streets of Montmartre. Racing to Paris with Watson at
his side, Holmes discovers the missing child is only the tip of the iceberg of a much
larger problem. The most valuable statue since the Winged Victory has been violently
stolen in Marseilles, and several children from a silk mill in Lancashire have been found
murdered. The clues in all three cases point to a single, untouchable man. Will Holmes
recover in time to find the missing boy and stop a rising tide of murders? To do so he
must stay one step ahead of a dangerous French rival and the threatening interference
of his own brother, Mycroft. This latest adventure, in the style of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, sends the iconic duo from London to Paris and the icy wilds of Lancashire in a
case which tests Watson's friendship and the fragility and gifts of Sherlock Holmes' own
artistic nature to the limits."
Introductions by notable contemporary authors and illustrators, an appealing trim size
and iconic cover art breathe new life into these beloved classics.
This Squid Ink Classic edition of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes includes the full
text of the work plus MLA style citations for scholarly secondary sources, peer-reviewed
journal articles and critical essays for when your teacher requires extra resources in
MLA format for your research paper.
Beyond the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a special three volume collection of
sequels to the original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Each original tale is paired
with an all-new adventure, spinning our hero off into plots and directions that Sir Arthur
may never have considered. In many cases, years have passed by since the events of
the canon. Holmes and Watson find that people change. New facts are uncovered.
Some characters aren't as dead as one might have assumed!Intriguingly, many stories
have multiple sequels! How did your favorite adventure end? Depends on who you ask.
Holmes, to his credit, rises to the challenge every time!Volume I contains these BRAND
NEW sequels to the original adventures!Sequels to A Scandal in Bohemia: The
Adventure of the Solicitor's Wife by Naching KassaThe Sheriff of Dunsinane by Derrick
BelangerSequels to The Red-Headed League: The Pawnbroker's Apprentice and The
Priceless Painting by Roger RiccardThe Adventure of the Magician's Blind by Ronald
Rowe and Eric BlakeThe Revenge of the Red-Headed League by Cara FoxTableau of
Death by Brenda SeabrookeThe Reformation of the Red-Headed League by Paul
HiscockSequel to A Case of Identity: The Adventure of a Flight of Angels by Robert
PerretVolumes II & III contain even more sequel adventures!
This classic edition of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is perfect for all ages: it
comes complete with the novel, plus an introduction providing context and a glossary
explaining key terms. * Fantastic value for Conan Doyle's The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes book * Easy to read font in an accessible format * Also available in Collins
Classroom Classics The Sign of Four * A new introduction provides context * Bespoke
glossary explains key terms
This edition contains 29 short stories featuring Sherlock Holmes. Sherlock Holmes is a
fictional detective created by Scottish author and physician Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, a
graduate of the University of Edinburgh Medical School. A London-based "consulting
detective" whose abilities border on the fantastic, Holmes is known for his astute logical
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reasoning, his ability to adopt almost any disguise and his use of forensic science to
solve difficult cases. Table of Contents: - The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes: A
Scandal in Bohemia / The Adventure of the Red-Headed League / A Case of Identity /
The Boscombe Valley Mystery / The Five Orange Pips / The Man with the Twisted Lip /
The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle / The Adventure of the Speckled Band / The
Adventure of the Engineer’s Thumb / The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor / The
Adventure of the Beryl Coronet / The Adventure of the Copper Beeches - The Memoirs
of Sherlock Holmes: Silver Blaze / The Adventure of the Cardboard Box / The
Adventure of the Yellow Face / The Adventure of the Stock-broker’s Clerk / The
Adventure of the ‘Gloria Scott’ / The Adventure of the Musgrave Ritual / The
Adventure of the Reigate Squire / The Adventure of the Crooked Man / The Adventure
of the Resident Patient / The Adventure of the Greek Interpreter / The Adventure of the
Naval Treaty / The Final Problem - The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Part 1): The
Adventure of the Empty House / The Adventure of the Norwood Builder / The
Adventure of the Dancing Men / The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist / The Adventure
of the Priory School
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of twelve short stories by Arthur
Conan Doyle, featuring his fictional detective Sherlock Holmes.
The Hound of the Baskervilles (1901-02) is Arthur Conan Doyle's most celebrated
Sherlock Holmes adventure. At the end of the yew tree path of his ancestral home, Sir
Charles Baskerville is found dead. Close by are the footprints of a gigantic hound.
Called to investigate, Holmes seems to face a supernatural foe. In the tense narration
of the detective's efforts to solve the crime, Conan Doyle meditates on late Victorian
and early twentieth-century ideas of ancestry and atavism, the possible biological
determination of criminals, the stability of the British landed classes, and the place of
the supernatural. Historical documents included with this fully-annotated Broadview
edition help contextualize the novel's debates and reveal its cultural and literary
significance as a supreme instance of early detective fiction. Also included is the Conan
Doyle short story “The Adventure of the Speckled Band.”
Sherlock Holmes investigates a report of a young wife sucking the blood from her infant
son. Presented in graphic novel form and includes an explanation of how Holmes'
solved the mystery. Simultaneous.
A collection of Sherlock Holmes mystery adventures, including "A Scandal in Bohemia,"
"The Red-headed League," and "The Hound of the Baskervilles."
After surviving an attempt on his life in Paris, Sherlock Holmes returns to London,
where the Great Detective is almost immediately enlisted by his brother to secure the
safety of the delegates at a top-secret peace conference. With Europe a veritable
powder keg in the years before World War I, Holmes understands any misstep on his
part could prove fatal and possibly plunge the continent into war. However, after
pledging to do his utmost for "King and Country," Holmes suddenly finds himself
overwhelmed by an onslaught of cases. An old friend requests his assistance in
recovering a priceless manuscript which has gone missing from the British Museum.
Accused of accepting bribes from a smuggling ring, Inspector Lestrade, who has been
suspended from Scotland Yard, turns to Holmes for help. Add in a beautiful newlywed
who claims her husband is trying to murder her, and it is easy to see why Watson
compares the tasks confronting his friend to the Labours of Hercules. From a secret
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pied-à-terre in the City of Lights, to the Rare Book Room in the British Museum, to the
Whispering Gallery in St. Paul's Cathedral, to the waterfront along the Thames, Holmes
and Watson find themselves on the trail of an elusive quarry for whom murder is merely
another move in an elaborate game of cat-and-mouse.

Beyond the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a special three volume collection
of sequels to the original stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Each original tale is
paired with an all-new adventure, spinning our hero off into plots and directions
that Sir Arthur may never have considered. In many cases, years have passed by
since the events of the canon. Holmes and Watson find that people change. New
facts are uncovered. Some characters aren't as dead as one might have
assumed! Intriguingly, many stories have multiple sequels! How did your favorite
adventure end? Depends on who you ask. Holmes, to his credit, rises to the
challenge every time! Volume Two contains these BRAND NEW sequels to the
original adventures! Sequels to The Boscombe Valley Mystery: The True Account
of the Bushell Street Killing by David Marcum Cooee! by Harry DeMaio Sequels
to The Five Orange Pips: The Second Adventure of the Five Orange Pips by Will
Murray The Adventure of the Double Cross by Stephen Herczeg Sequel to The
Man with the Twisted Lip: The Gravesend Gryphon by Robert Stapleton Sequel
to The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle: A Case of Lost Hope by Stephanie
Osborn Sequel to The Adventure of the Speckled Band: The One About the
Snake by Sonia Fetherston
Reluctantly, Sherlock Holmes agrees to assist Inspector Lestrade who is being
hounded by an obnoxious nobleman whose jewel-encrusted dagger has gone
missing. However, what Holmes initially believes to be a simple theft turns out
instead to be his first encounter with a master criminal, who is as ruthless as he
is brilliant, and whom Watson dubs "The Merchant of Menace." Soon Holmes
finds himself matching wits with a man who will steal anything - if the price is
right. Moreover, this thief will go to any lengths, including blackmail and murder,
to achieve his desired goal. As Holmes comes to understand his adversary, he
also begins to realize he can only react to the Merchant because he has no idea
where this criminal mastermind will strike next. All Holmes knows for certain is
the Merchant seems to specialize in priceless, one-of-a-kind articles. Will that be
enough information for the Great Detective to outwit his foe? From the British
Museum to the Louvre to Blenheim Palace, Holmes finds himself in a deadly
game of cat-and-mouse. Set against the backdrop of early Edwardian England,
the Great Detective and his Boswell encounter an array of luminaries from the
Duke and Duchess of Marlborough to a young Winston Churchill. For fans of
Conan Doyle's immortal detective, the game is always afoot. However, this time
around Holmes must try to bring to justice a villain who might well be the next
Napoleon of Crime.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
Sherlock Holmes, the world's "only unofficial consulting detective", was first
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introduced to readers in A Study in Scarlet published by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
in 1887. It was with the publication of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
however, that the master sleuth grew tremendously in popularity, later to become
one of the most beloved literary characters of all time. In this book series, the
short stories comprising The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes have been
amusingly illustrated using only Lego(R) brand minifigures and bricks. The
illustrations recreate, through custom designed Lego models, the composition of
the black and white drawings by Sidney Paget that accompanied the original
publication of these adventures appearing in The Strand Magazine from July
1891 to June 1892. Paget's iconic illustrations are largely responsible for the
popular image of Sherlock Holmes, including his deerstalker cap and Inverness
cape, details never mentioned in the writings of Conan Doyle. This uniquely
illustrated collection, which features some of the most famous and enjoyable
cases investigated by Sherlock Holmes and his devoted friend and biographer
Dr. John H. Watson, including A Sandal in Bohemia and The Red-Headed
League, is sure to delight Lego enthusiasts, as well as fans of the Great
Detective, both old and new. THE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BAND: A
distraught young woman named Helen Stoner arrives at Baker Street early one
morning to ask Sherlock Holmes for help as she fears that her life is being
threatened by her stepfather, Dr. Grimesby Roylott. At Stoke Moran, the estate
where Miss Stoner and her stepfather live, Holmes carefully inspects the recent,
but unnecessary, repairs to the manor-house and in doing so exposes a
murderous plot.
Sherlock Holmes is a great detective. There are few cases that he cannot solve.
In these three stories we meet a young woman who is terrified of a mysterious
speckled band, a family who think that five orange pips are a sign of death, and a
banker who believes that his son is a thief. But are things really as they seem?
No home library is complete without the classics! The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes and Other Stories brings together the essential works from Arthur Conan
Doyle in an elegant, leather-bound, omnibus edition—a keepsake to be read and
treasured. There is one literary detective who stands above all others, whose
powers of deduction are known the world over, whose influence can still be felt in
today's most modern whodunits. Who is it, you ask? Why, it's elementary!
Sherlock Holmes, the famous gumshoe of 221B Baker Street. And Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle--the man who made him famous in such tales as The Hound of the
Baskervilles and A Study in Scarlet--changed the world of mysteries, inspiring
legions of devoted fans. Whether you're a devotee or you've yet to be awed by
Holmes's powers of deduction, you'll love this Canterbury Classics edition of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's famous works, including The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, The Sign of Four, The Valley of Fear, The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes,
The Return of Sherlock Holmes, and The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes. The
perfect book to complete any bookshelf, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and
Other Stories features an eye-catching leather-bound cover with gold foil
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stamping, as well as fine ivory paper with gilded edges. You'll be spellbound by
Conan Doyle's descriptive prose, and then delight in displaying this beautiful
book in your home. A classic keepsake for fans of detective novels, as well as all
great literature, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Other Stories is the
perfect addition to any library.
With the international bestseller The Seven-Per-Cent Solution, Nicholas Meyer
brought to light a previously unpublished case of Sherlock Holmes, as recorded
by Dr. John H. Watson. Now Meyer returns with a shocking discovery—an
unknown case drawn from a recently unearthed Watson journal. January 1905:
Holmes and Watson are summoned by Holmes' brother Mycroft to undertake a
clandestine investigation. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found
floating in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled into England at the cost
of her life. The pages purport to be the minutes of a meeting of a secret group
intent on nothing less than taking over the world. Based on real events, the
adventure takes the famed duo—in the company of a bewitching woman—aboard
the Orient Express from Paris into the heart of Tsarist Russia, where Holmes and
Watson attempt to trace the origins of this explosive document. On their heels
are desperate men of unknown allegiance, determined to prevent them from
achieving their task. And what they uncover is a conspiracy so vast as to
challenge Sherlock Holmes as never before.
'The Illustrated Adventures of Sherlock Holmes' is a collection of 12 stories by
Arthur Conan Doyle, featuring his famous detective.
Amateur detective Sherlock Holmes, the master of deductive reasoning, solves several
mysteries with the aid of his friend, Dr. John Watson.
The Adventures of Sherlock HolmesSterling Publishing Company, Inc.
The Hound of the Baskervilles (1901–02) is Arthur Conan Doyle’s most celebrated
Sherlock Holmes adventure. At the end of the yew tree path of his ancestral home, Sir
Charles Baskerville is found dead. Close by are the footprints of a gigantic hound.
Called to investigate, Holmes seems to face a supernatural foe. In the tense narration
of the detective’s efforts to solve the crime, Conan Doyle meditates on late Victorian
and early twentieth-century ideas of ancestry and atavism, the possible biological
determination of criminals, the stability of the British landed classes, and the place of
the supernatural. Historical documents included with this fully-annotated Broadview
edition help contextualize the novel’s debates and reveal its cultural and literary
significance as a supreme instance of early detective fiction. Also included is the Conan
Doyle short story “The Adventure of the Speckled Band.”
A collection of Sherlock Holmes mystery adventures.
The canon of Sherlock Holmes adventures by Arthur Conan Doyle contains fifty-six
stories and four novels. But there were yet other adventures and artifacts pertaining to
Mr. Holmes not listen in the canon. Peter Haining has collected them here, complete
with informative and entertaining introductions. This special, revised collector's edition
is profusely illustrated. A must for any Sherlock enthusiast.
A collection of later Sherlock Holmes stories, continuing the famed detective's
adventures after his demise in an 1891 story, and resurrection in 1903.
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This is the second title in a series of Sherlock Holmes Escape Books: a unique, new
form of puzzle books, in which the reader must solve the puzzles to escape the pages.
Inspired by the urban craze for escape rooms, where players tackle challenges while
trapped in a locked room, this is an escape room in the form of a locked book: filled with
codes, ciphers, riddles and red herrings, plus an ingenious Hieroglyphic Code Wheel
set into the cover. Taking on the role of Sherlock Holmes, in this new adventure readers
find themselves trapped with Watson in the Enlightenment Gallery of the British
Museum after a curator collapses in the Egyptian Collection. With King George V due to
arrive at the nearby tube station, and rumors of an anarchist plot, Holmes and Watson
must find their way through the museum, and fathom the involvement of both Mycroft
and Colonel Sebastian Moran, if they are to win their freedom and save the day.
From the bizarre job posting in 'The Red-Headed League' to the chilling words uttered
by a dying woman in 'The Adventures of the Speckled Band', Sherlock Holmes
encounters some of the most twisted cases of his career in this collection of 12 classic
Presenting 12 tales starring the legendary British detective Sherlock Holmes, this 1892 book is
Arthur Conan Doyle's first short-story collection. The mystery compilation includes some of
Holmes's finest cases with his dutiful sidekick, Doctor Watson, most notably "A Scandal in
Bohemia," in which Holmes matches wits with the crafty former lover of a European king. Also
featured is "The Adventure of the Red-Headed League," a study in misdirection that unfolds to
become a much larger scheme. The stories, initially published in the Strand Magazine, are
essential reading for Holmes fans.
A collection of classic reprints and four original stories featuring Sherlock Holmes In bringing to
a close the adventures of my friend Sherlock Holmes, I am perforce reminded that he never,
save on the occasion which, as you will now hear, brought his singular career to an end,
consented to act in any mystery which was concerned with persons who made a livelihood by
their pen. "I am not particular about the people I mix among for business purposes," he would
say, "but at literary characters I draw the line." We were in our rooms in Baker Street one
evening. I was (I remember) by the centre table writing out "The Adventure of the Man Without
a Cork Leg" (which had so puzzled the Royal Society and all the other scientific bodies of
Europe), and Holmes was amusing himself with a little revolver practice. It was his custom of a
summer evening to fire round my head, just shaving my face, until he had made a photograph
of me on the opposite wall, and it is a slight proof of his skill that many of these portraits in
pistol shots are considered admirable likenesses.
“I trust that age doth not wither nor custom stale my infinite variety.” ? Arthur Conan Doyle The
Return of Sherlock Holmes is a collection of thirteen classic short stories that contain diverse
adventures that Sherlock and Dr Watson embark upon to solve some intriguing mysteries.
After publishing The Hound of the Baskervilles in 1901-02, which was set before Holmes'
"death", Doyle was compelled to reinvent his popular characters due to their incredible fan
following. Beginning with Holmes’ return in “the empty house” and ending with “the second
stain,” these stories contain a rich flavour of wit and suspense that will certainly entertain
readers of all generations.
?????????????,????????????????????????7????
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